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I. Introduction, Assignment and Summary of Conclusions

1. I previously submitted a report in connection with class certification.\(^1\) In my Initial Class Certification report I presented the results of analysis of pay differences between men and women in the proposed classes. I also described my qualifications and my understanding of the employment setting for members of the proposed classes.

2. Counsel for the proposed classes has asked me to review and comment on a report submitted in connection with class certification by Dr. Michael Ward.\(^2\) In this report, I present my comments on the Ward report.

3. Nothing in the Ward class certification report causes me to change my opinions, which are as follows:

4. Women are paid less than otherwise similar men, on average, and the difference in pay is statistically significant. I calculate that the average pay difference is about 8 percent for Associates and about 21 percent for Vice Presidents when I adjust for differences between men and women in division, year, office, education, affirmative action (‘‘AA’’) job group, experience at Goldman, experience at Goldman squared (both from the most recent hire date), relevant experience prior to most recent date at Goldman (including experience in prior employment spells at Goldman), relevant experience squared, whether

---

\(^1\) Expert Report of Henry S. Farber in Connection with Chen-Oster v. Goldman Sachs, February 17, 2014 (‘‘Initial Class Certification report.’’)


5. Women receive lower 360-degree review scores on average and are less likely to be ranked in the top quartile than otherwise similar men.

6. Women are paid less than similar men on average even when they receive the same quartile score.

7. Among Associates, differences between women’s and men’s quartile and 360-degree review ratings explain about 4 percentage points of the overall average pay difference or approximately 50 percent of the observed pay difference. Among Vice Presidents, differences between women’s and men’s quartile and 360-degree review ratings explain about 5 percentage points of the overall average pay difference or approximately 22 percent of the observed pay difference.

8. The remaining pay differences between similar men and women of about 3 percent among Associates and 17 percent among Vice Presidents are statistically significant and reflect differences in average pay between men and women with the same personal characteristics and jobs groups whose performance is the same according to Goldman’s measures of performance.

9. I also find that during the period 2004 through 2008 (reflecting promotion decisions in 2003-2007) women were promoted from Vice President to Managing Director at a lower rate than one would expect if they were promoted at the same rate as men with similar measured characteristics. Comparing men and women Vice Presidents in the same year with the same number of years as Vice Presidents and working in the same division, I
also find that during the period 2004 through 2008 (reflecting promotion decisions in 2003-2007) women were promoted at a lower rate than one would expect if they were promoted at the same rate as men with similar measured characteristics. Comparing men and women Vice Presidents in the same year with the same number of years as Vice Presidents and also adjusting for differences in division, office, education, AA job group, experience at Goldman, experience at Goldman squared (both from the most recent hire date), relevant experience prior to most recent date at Goldman (including experience in prior employment spells at Goldman), relevant experience squared and whether a direct hire into the VP position, women experienced 19 fewer promotions than I would expect in the absence of discrimination. This difference is statistically significant.

10. I discuss Dr. Ward’s Report in the next section of my report. I first discuss his analysis of earnings as well as his analyses of the differences in scores on the 360-degree review and of the differences in quartile placement. I then discuss his analysis of promotions.

11. I explain the flaws in Dr. Ward’s choice to adjust for differences between men and women in Goldman’s measures of merit (360 scores and quartiles), guarantees, production and business unit.

12. I also explain why it is not possible to learn about the potential presence or absence of systematic pay discrimination from Dr. Ward’s analysis of “gender differences”

---

3 Because promotion is a low probability event, I use a slightly different measure of job group for the promotions analysis than I use in my analyses of earnings. Job groups with fewer than 250 observations in the relevant sample are combined into an expanded "Other" group.
within business units. Finally, I point out that Dr. Ward’s apparent concern about the fact that the regression models of earnings do not explain all variation in earnings is potentially misleading.

II. Dr. Ward’s Analyses of Earnings Based on His Own Model

13. I discuss Dr. Ward’s analyses of earnings based on his own model in this section of my report. I explain the flaws in Dr. Ward’s choice to adjust for differences between men and women in Goldman’s measures of merit (360 scores and quartiles), guarantees, production and business unit.

14. I show that even assuming that these choices are correct and that Dr. Ward is correct to calculate sixteen separate regression models covering sixteen different groups of Goldman employees, his approach provides additional support for my principal conclusions.

A. Summary of Dr. Ward’s Methods

15. Dr. Ward performs his principal regression analyses of earnings separately for four groups within each of Securities (which consists of Fixed Income, Currency and Commodities (“FICC”) and Equities (“Equities”)), Investment Banking (“IBD”) and Investment Management (“IMD”) Divisions. In the first two of these divisions, Dr. Ward’s four subgroups are those promoted into Associate positions, those hired directly into Associate positions, those promoted into Vice President positions and those hired directly into Vice President positions. In IMD, he also separates these four subgroups of employees into those working in the role of private wealth advisor (“PWA”) and those not
working as PWAs. That is, Dr. Ward performs regression analyses on 16 separate subgroups.

16. Dr. Ward uses the following set of adjustments in each of his regression analyses of pay differences: highest degree, fiscal year, business unit, quartile, previous quartile, score on the 360 review, previous score on the 360 review, and an indicator for whether the employee had a guaranteed bonus or total earnings in the year in question. In addition, Dr. Ward adjusts for time as an Associate (and its square) in studies of Associates and time as a Vice President (and its square) in studies of Vice Presidents. He uses "Production," converted to quartiles, for Securities and IBD. He also uses an indicator for employees who are client representatives in IBD. Dr. Ward uses a class year variable rather than time as an Associate for Associates in IBD. He uses a variable to indicate job functions for the Securities employees and a division function description variable for the IBD employees. He limits years in the regressions for IBD to 2005 to 2011, for IMB to 2008 to 2011, for MBD to 2007-2011, for Securities to 2007-2011.

17. He reports the results of these analyses in his Tables 4 (promoted into position in Securities), 5 (Promoted into position in IBD), 6 (promoted into position in IMD), 7 (IMD PWAs) and 9 (hired into position in Securities, IBD and IMD).

18. In addition to his regression analyses of pay differences, Dr. Ward presents “gender differences in compensation” between men and women calculated business unit by business unit. (The results of these calculations are presented in his Figures 8 through 12.)

19. While Dr. Ward’s report does not explain how he performed these analyses of individual business units, a review of his statistical back up materials indicates that he
used the following procedure. He began with his sixteen regression models. For each person/year included in each of those models he calculated the difference between the individual’s actual log earnings in that year and the log earnings that his model predicts for that person. This difference is a standard statistic known as the “regression residual” or “residual.” He then adjusts the residuals for female person/years by adding the mean pay difference estimated by his regression model to the actual residual. He makes no adjustment to residuals for male person/years. Dr. Ward does not explain why he follows this procedure. In the final step of his procedure he calculates, for each business unit with at least five person/years, the mean residual for men and compares it to the mean adjusted residual for women and reports the differences in his figures as “gender differences in compensation” in his Figures 8 through 11.4

20. He also tests each of these “gender differences” for statistical significance and reports the results of these statistical significance tests in his Figures 8 through 11.5

21. He then counts the number of women in business units that fall in each of four categories: “gender difference” favorable to women and statistically significant, “gender difference” favorable to women and not statistically significant, “gender difference” unfavorable to women and statistically significant and “gender difference” unfavorable to women and not statistically significant.

---

4 While Dr. Ward uses regression analyses to compute these means, he does not make any adjustments for differences in the characteristics of the individuals involved and, as a result, the results of these regression analyses are mathematically identical to conventionally calculated means.

5 There is a statistical error in Dr. Ward’s calculation of these statistical significance tests. His tests do not take account of the uncertainty introduced into his formulas by the fact that he has adjusted female person years by his estimate of the pay difference in the larger group.
unfavorable to women and not statistically significant. He displays the results of these counts in his Figure 12.

B. **Dr. Ward’s Choice of Adjustment Factors**

22. Dr. Ward states in his report (page 30) that “When a statistician or labor economist is asked to do a statistical analysis of compensation, the basic approach is . . . to build a model that, as nearly as possible accounts for the way pay is actually determined in that organization.” In fact, this is not the appropriate approach when the goal of the analysis is to determine whether or not there are earnings differences that may result from discrimination. The reason is straightforward. The precise manner in which pay is actually determined is what results in discriminatory outcomes. A finding that the particular process a firm uses to set compensation accounts for an observed pay difference is not evidence that there is not discrimination in pay setting. It may be that elements of the pay process itself are discriminatory.

23. A conceptual example serves to illustrate this point. Consider an organization that ties compensation to performance evaluations. Suppose that the design and/or implementation of this performance evaluation system and its link to compensation are discriminatory in that women are disadvantaged by receiving lower performance ratings in relation to true performance. Women earn less than men in this organization, but a statistical analysis that relies on the discriminatory performance evaluation system will show that the pay gap is “accounted for” by differences in “performance.”

24. Another specific example concerns job assignment. It is not appropriate to control for detailed job assignment in a proper analysis of compensation for the purpose of
measuring possible discriminatory pay differences. It may be that particular job assignments are allocated to workers in a discriminatory manner. For example, it may be that, on average, males are given job assignments that offer more profit or productivity potential than those job assignments offered women while not requiring a higher level of skill than the women possess. A finding that controlling for detailed job assignment accounts for an observed pay difference is not evidence that there is not discrimination in pay setting. It may be that the job assignments themselves are made in a discriminatory manner.

25. An appropriate economic analysis of compensation for the purpose of determining whether there are pay differences that may result from discrimination is to use objective factors that are accepted by labor economists as related to skills and market value. These include such factors as education, relevant labor market experience, geographic location, and, broadly speaking, type of work. A pay difference found in an analysis of compensation that accounts for these factors may be the result of discrimination.

26. To summarize, Dr. Ward’s approach of trying to mimic the process of pay determination is designed to mask discriminatory pay differences by attributing these differences to a facially neutral compensation process. I turn now to a detailed discussion of Dr. Ward’s choice of adjustment factors.

27. Generally speaking, adjustment factors that are in the control of the employer, such as performance evaluation and job assignment, are potentially what are called “tainted variables” in the context of studies of employment discrimination.
28. The 360 Review scores and quartiles are potentially tainted variables in this context. The plaintiffs in this matter allege that these two rating mechanisms are having the effect of depressing women’s pay relative to men’s pay. By including these factors in his models, Dr. Ward, in effect, assumes that the allegation is false and that it is legitimate to include these performance measures in a compensation model designed to measure discriminatory pay differences.

29. By contrast, I address this issue by showing results that adjust for differences in 360 Review score and Quartile in comparison with results that do not adjust for differences in 360 Review score and Quartile. I found that when I adjust for these potentially tainted factors the estimated average difference in pay is smaller (in absolute value) than when I do not adjust for these factors. (See Tables 16 and 17 of my Initial Class Certification report.) I show below that Dr. Ward’s estimates, in fact, lead to the same conclusion. (See Section II.C of this report.)

30. Dr. Ward adjusts for differences between men and women in whether Goldman had guaranteed their bonus or total earnings. Guaranteed compensation is another potentially tainted variable. Goldman may discriminate in pay guarantees. As a result, a compensation guarantee or an indicator of the presence of a compensation guarantee is not an appropriate variable to include in the compensation model.

31. Dr. Ward controls for business unit in his analysis of compensation. Given that Goldman determines assignment to specific business units, business unit is a potentially tainted variable. Controlling for business unit in the compensation model
could reduce the estimated pay difference between women and men if women are systematically assigned less well-paid business units.

32. Business units also appear to be unstable. For example, according to Dr. Ward’s data, there were as many as 227 business units in 2003 and as few as 94 in 2005. About 20 percent of business units that existed in one year did not exist one year later. Approximately 11 percent of Goldman Associates and Vice Presidents change business units in each year. As a result, business units do not appear to be measures of either inherent employee characteristics or job characteristics. Therefore, they are not appropriate adjustment factors for a study of pay discrimination.

33. Dr. Ward also controls for measures of production. I discuss problems with the data, statistics, and measurement in what follows. But I start by noting that since Goldman controls job assignments to business units and that production opportunities vary across business units, production itself is a potentially tainted variable for the purpose of estimating discriminatory pay differences.

34. The production data are unreliable for a number of reasons. The two most significant issues are the lack of consistent data across the class and across divisions, and the inconsistent meaning of data across job groups.

35. A large number of employees lack productivity data and Dr. Ward did not study the percentage or number of employees without production data. In fact, there are no such data for employees in one of the three Divisions, IMD, and data are missing for 59 percent for employees in Securities and for 5 percent of employees in IBD. Dr. Ward did not, in fact, compare employees with the same production.
Dr. Ward also concedes that one of the “objective” measures of productivity - Sales Credits -- may be “soft” or “hard” – meaning that it may be more or less difficult to generate commissions from particular clients. Consequently, the number of sales credits or dollars associated with client accounts is not a reliable measure of performance. Dr. Ward also explained that there is not an exact relationship between Sales Credits or Dollars and the individual’s “contribution.” Dr. Ward indicates that managers in different Divisions put a different weight or emphasis on alternative performance measures when making manager quartile assignments. Dr. Ward did not take these factors into account in designing his regression model.

In another example, some managers consider a "team environment" when allocating production credit. In that situation, Dr. Ward does not know how these production credits were allocated and to what extent these allocations reflect employees’ actual contributions.

In short Dr. Ward is incorrect to adjust for Quartile and 360 Degree Review score data without also studying the impact of removing them from his model because they are potentially tainted. His decision to adjust for differences in business unit and Goldman’s measures of production is also flawed both because these measures may be tainted and also suffer from a number of other flaws.
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C. Analysis of Dr. Ward’s Pay Regression Models

39. As I described earlier, Dr. Ward performs his principal regression analyses of earnings separately for four groups within each of Securities and IBD. In these two divisions, Dr. Ward’s four subgroups are those promoted into Associate positions, those hired directly into Associate positions, those promoted into Vice President positions and those hired directly into Vice President positions. In IMD, he also separates these four subgroups of employees into those working in the role of private wealth advisor (“PWA”) and those not working as PWAs. That is, Dr. Ward performs regression analyses on 16 separate subgroups. (Dr. Ward’s analyses of pay differences at the business unit level do not calculate separate regression models by business unit. I discuss these analyses in Section II. D below. He reports the results of these analyses in his Tables 4 (promoted into position in Securities), 5 (Promoted into position in IBD), 6 (promoted into position in IMD) and 9 (hired into position in Securities, IBD and IMD).

40. Dr. Ward claims on the basis of these analyses of compensation that there is not a consistent pay differential within rank (Associate or Vice President) across the 16 groups he identifies. As I explained in the previous section of my report, Dr. Ward’s choice of adjustment factors is not appropriate. In this section of my report I provide direct statistical evidence based on Dr. Ward’s flawed model on the question of whether Dr. Ward is correct to say that he has provided statistical evidence that “There is no pattern of pay differences adverse to women.”  

---

41. To the contrary I find that Dr. Ward’s models do not provide evidence of statistically significantly different pay gaps among the 5 largest of his groups of Associates, which include 91 percent of all women included in Dr. Ward’s regression analyses of Associates. (The five groups I include in this analysis are [insert list]. The three excluded groups are [insert list].) I also find that these models do not provide statistically significant evidence of different pay gaps among the 5 largest groups of his groups of Vice presidents, which include 92 percent of all women included in Dr. Ward’s regression analyses of Vice Presidents. (The five groups I include in this analysis are [insert list].)

42. In short, Dr. Ward’s models provide statistical evidence of a difference in the male/female pay gap only for groups comprising less than 10 percent of women in his regression samples.

43. I conclude from this analysis that Dr. Ward’s evidence, even with the inclusion of some potentially tainted measures, is generally consistent with there being a consistent pay gap across his groups of Associates and across his groups of Vice Presidents.\textsuperscript{11}

\textsuperscript{11} Ward Report, Tables 4, 5, 7 and 9.
44. Given these findings, I then calculate the common pay gap implied by Dr. Ward’s models. (I do the calculations I describe here separately for Associates and Vice Presidents and exclude the three smallest groups among Associates and Vice Presidents.) I then calculate the common pay gap Dr. Ward would have found had he calculated his models without including adjustments for scores on the 360 Degree Review and Quartile. That is, I repeat Dr. Ward’s analysis exactly (for his largest groups) except that I exclude his adjustments for those two factors. I find that women are paid statistically significantly less than men who are the same in terms of the factors included in Dr. Ward’s models when I do not include the tainted variables by adjusting for differences in 360 Degree Review score and Quartiles. I also find that when I include adjustments for differences in 360 Degree Review score and Quartiles, these differences in pay diminish but are not eliminated. That is, even using Dr. Ward’s approach, I find support for my principal conclusions.

45. I report the results of my analyses of Dr. Ward’s regression models in Tables R1 and R2 (attached). Table R1 covers my analyses of Associates. Table R2 covers my analyses of Vice Presidents. The tables have the same format and can be read in the same way.

46. I report my analysis of Dr. Ward’s actual results in the first row of these tables. In the second row, I show the outcome of my analysis of what Dr. Ward would have found had he repeated his analysis without adjustments for differences in 360 Degree Review score and Quartiles.
47. I report the results of my tests that Dr. Ward’s differences in pay are different in his various groups in the second column of each table. These results are expressed as marginal significance levels from a Chi Square test.\(^ {12} \) (The t-ratio is not an appropriate statistic in this situation.) Marginal significance levels (or “p-values”) of 0.05 or less indicate that Dr. Ward’s pay differences are statistically significantly different from one another. Marginal significance levels greater than 0.05 indicate that Dr. Ward’s pay differences are not statistically significantly different from one another.

48. All four of the marginal significance levels reported in Tables R1 and R2 are above \[ \text{ } \]. I conclude that the statistical evidence is consistent with there being a common pay difference across Ward’s groups of Associates and across Ward’s groups of Vice Presidents who are not PWAs.

49. The third column of each table reports the mean of Dr. Ward’s adjusted pay differences in the five largest groups weighted by the number of women in each group expressed in log points. The fourth column of the table provides the t-ratio for a test that the weighted mean differences are statistically significant. The fifth column of the table presents the weighted mean difference in pay expressed as a percentage.

50. The estimates in the second row of Table R1 indicate that without adjustments for 360 Degree Review score and Quartile, the pay difference among Associates is \[ \text{ } \text{log points ( } \text{percent) and that this difference is statistically significant. Once adjustments for these factors are returned to Dr. Ward’s models, the pay} \)

\(^ {12} \text{Based on a Wald Test. See Greene, William H. Econometric Analysis, 5\textsuperscript{th} edition, Prentice Hall, 2003, pp. 486-488.} \)
difference falls to log points (percent). This difference is not statistically significant.

51. Table R2 indicates that without adjustments for 360 Degree Review score and Quartile, the pay difference among non-PWA Vice Presidents is log points (percent) and that this difference is statistically significant. Once adjustments for these factors are returned to Dr. Ward’s models, the pay difference falls to log points (percent) and remains statistically significant.

52. In short, my analysis of Dr. Ward’s principal regression models of pay confirms my conclusion that without adjustments for 360 Degree Review score and Quartile females are paid statistically significantly less than males who are the same in terms of the factors included in the model. The size of this difference falls once one adjusts for differences between men and women in 360 Degree Review score and Quartile, indicating that these factors are one potential cause of the sex based differences in pay among these workers.

D. Dr. Ward’s Analyses of Pay Gaps in Individual Business Units

53. Dr. Ward indicates “if there were in fact a systematic pattern of pay discrimination as Plaintiffs allege, I would expect to find the women in all Business units similarly disadvantaged and that the differences would be statistically significant for most of the parts of the organization …”.

54. In fact, Dr. Ward’s procedure is so constructed that Dr. Ward should not expect to see the results he indicates even in the presence of systematic discrimination against women. The flaw in Dr. Ward’s procedure results from the small size of many of his business unit groupings. Counting all of his analyses of groups in Securities, IBD and IMD the median size of his business unit groupings is eleven person/years. (Twenty five percent of his business unit groupings include four or fewer person/years.)

55. In order to be statistically significant a pay difference must normally have a t-ratio of 1.96 or larger. The t-ratio is calculated as the ratio between the pay difference and the standard error of the pay difference. (The standard error is a measure of how precisely the pay difference is measured.) That is, to be statistically significant, a pay difference must normally be larger than its standard error multiplied by 1.96. The standard error multiplied by 1.96 is sometimes referred to as the margin error for the pay difference. Other things being equal, larger sample sizes lead to smaller margins of error and smaller sample sizes lead to larger margins of error.

56. Dr. Ward’s small sample sizes cause Dr. Ward’s measures of the “gender difference” to have large margins of error relative to even quite substantial pay differences. For example, the median margin of error among Dr. Ward’s analyses is plus or minus 0.184 log points (at least 16.5 percentage points). As a result, he should not necessarily expect a “gender difference” as large as 15 percent to be statistically significant since this

---

14 If the sample size is small, the critical value, the value that divides significant results from results that are not significant, for the t-ratio can be larger than 1.96.

15 This is similar to the margins of error reported with political polls.
difference is smaller than the margin of error for half of his tests. That is, he should only expect that “… the differences would be statistically significant for most of the parts of the organization …”\textsuperscript{16} if the systemic difference is very large indeed.

57. What is more, given the size of his margins of error, rather than expecting “…the women in all Business units [to be] similarly disadvantaged …”, he should expect a wide range of estimated “gender differences.” That is, even in the presence of systemic discrimination he should expect his results to fall in a very large range.

58. As a result, it is not possible to learn about the presence or absence of systemic discrimination from these analyses. Dr. Ward has constructed them in such a way that if statistical evidence of systemic discrimination exists in these data, it would not be detected by his tests because his tests have so little statistical power.

\section*{III. Dr. Ward’s Analyses Based on My Model}

59. Dr. Ward presents three analyses based on my model in Sections I, II, and III of his report: an analysis of pay differences, an analysis of differences in scores on the 360-degree review and an analysis of differences in quartile placement. He follows a similar procedure in these three analyses. He first extracts results from an analysis I presented in my Initial Class Certification report.\textsuperscript{17} He then disaggregates these results by

\textsuperscript{16} Ward Report, p 55.

\textsuperscript{17} In his analyses of pay and 360 review scores, Dr. Ward uses an identical model to a model I presented in my Initial Class Certification report. In his analysis of quartile placement Dr. Ward uses the same adjustment factors as I used. However, he uses an ordered probit analysis to compute his results while I used a standard binomial probit analysis. The two approaches give broadly similar results.
division, business unit, and rank (Associate/VP). Finally he looks to see whether there are statistically significant differences between man and women within the groups defined by division, business unit, and rank. He states that: “If such adverse patterns existed or if the pay or performance processes commonly worked to the detriment of women, I would expect to see a significant percentage of the analyses yield adverse outcomes that were statistically significant (large enough to be distinguishable from random chance).”

60. In fact, Dr. Ward’s study is constructed in such a way that Dr. Ward should not expect to see “… a significant percentage of the analyses yield adverse outcomes that were statistically significant …” even in the presence of systematic discrimination against women. The flaw in Dr. Ward’s procedure results from the small size of many of his business unit groupings. For example, in his analyses of pay differences the median size of his business unit groupings is 13 person/years for his analyses of Associates and 23 for his analyses of Vice Presidents.

61. The sizes of the groups Dr. Ward analyzes are important because with such small sample sizes, he would not be able to observe statistical significance even if there were very substantial pay differences between men and women. A difference must normally have a t-ratio of 1.96 or larger to be statistically significant. The t-ratio is calculated as the ratio between the pay difference and the standard error of the pay difference. (The standard error is a measure of how precisely the pay difference is measured.) That is, to be statistically significant, a difference must normally be larger than

---

its standard error multiplied by 1.96. The standard error multiplied by 1.96 is sometimes referred to as the margin of error for the difference. Other things being equal, larger sample sizes lead to smaller margins of error and smaller sample sizes lead to larger margins of error.

62. I display data on Dr. Ward’s margins of error for his analyses of pay differences in Table R3. I present data for Associates on the first line and data for Vice Presidents on the second line of this table. The second data column gives the median margin of error expressed in log points for his division/business unit/rank groupings. This can be compared to the mean difference in pay (expressed in log points) between men and women from Dr. Ward’s regression analysis of all employees of the indicated rank, which appears in the first data column. By present the median margin of error expressed in percentage points in the fourth column of the table and the regression adjusted mean difference in pay expressed in percentage points in the third column of the table.

63. These data indicate that the medians of Dr. Ward’s margins of error are larger than the mean differences in pay. Among Associates the mean pay difference is [log points] (percentage points). By contrast, the median margin of error is [log points] (percentage points). That is, Dr. Ward would be unable to detect a pay

19 Dr. Ward’s regression is based on a model I presented in my Initial Class Certification Report. (See model 2d in Table 16.) It compares the earnings of men and women at Goldman Sachs who are the same in terms of work experience at Goldman Sachs, work experience at Goldman Sachs squared, relevant experience prior to working at Goldman Sachs, relevant experience prior to working at Goldman Sachs squared, education, year, office, division, whether a direct hire into the Associate (or VP) position with an adjustment for fiscal year being the year of hire, the AA job group, the CRS quartile and the average 360-review score with the effects of the score varying for appropriate periods according to its scale. It is limited to only those employees for whom the CRS quartile and the 360-scores are available.
difference of percentage points or smaller among Associates in half of his division/business unit/rank groupings.

64. Among Vice Presidents the mean pay difference among Associates is log points (percentage points). By contrast, the median margin of error is log points (percentage points). That is, Dr. Ward would be unable to detect a pay difference of percentage points or smaller among Vice Presidents in at least half of his division/business unit/rank groupings. Overall, there are 250 women employed in the 21 business units that have statistically significant pay differences favorable to women. This is only 5 percent of total female employment in both Associate and VP positions in 221 business units considered by Dr. Ward. Moreover, 17 of the 21 business units are comprised of less than 10 women – with 8 of the 21 business units having only one female employee.

65. I display data on Dr. Ward’s margins of error for his analyses of 360 Review scores in Table R4. I present data for Associates on the first line and data for Vice Presidents on the second line of this table. The second data column gives the median margin of error for his division/business unit/rank groupings for the period 2003 through 2009 (when the scale ranged from one to five). This can be compared to the mean difference in scores between men and women from Dr. Ward’s regression analysis of all employees of the indicated rank, which appears in the first data column.\(^\text{20}\) I present the

\(^{20}\) Doctor Ward’s regression is based on a model I presented in my Initial Class Certification report. (See Model 360-2 Tables 14 and 15.) It compares the scores of men and women at Goldman Sachs who are the same in terms of work experience at Goldman Sachs, work experience at Goldman Sachs squared, relevant experience prior to working at Goldman Sachs, relevant
median margin of error for the period 2010 through 2011 (when the scale ranged from one to nine) in the fourth column of the table and the regression adjusted mean difference in scores from 2010 through 2011 in the third column of the table.

66. As with Dr. Ward’s analysis of pay difference, the table shows that his margins of error for 360 scores are typically larger than the differences in scores in the population as a whole, with the differences in scores ranging from -0.04 through -0.08, while the median margin of error is never less than 0.16. Dr. Ward would be unable to detect a difference in 360 scores as large as 0.16 in at least half of his division/business unit/rank groupings.

67. I display data on Dr. Ward’s margins of error for his analyses of quartile placement in Table R5. I present data for Associates on the first line and data for Vice Presidents on the second line of this table. The second data column gives the median margin of error for his division/business unit/rank groupings. This can be compared to the mean difference in the probability that men and women will be ranked in the top quartile from Dr. Ward’s ordered probit analysis of all employees of the indicated rank, which appears in the first data column.  

---

experience prior to working at Goldman Sachs squared, education, year, office, division, whether a direct hire into the Associate (or VP) position with an adjustment for fiscal year being the year of hire and the AA job group.

21 The differences in the probability of being placed into the top quartile (Quartile 1) are obtained from the ordered probit model reported by Dr. Ward in his report. This model estimated the probabilities of placement into the following quartiles: Quartile 1, combined Quartiles 2 and 3, and combined Quartiles 4 and 5 (as in Dr. Ward’s report.) The original model I presented in my Initial Class Certification report considered placement into Quartile 1 only. The estimated changes in probability are parallel to but not identical with those presented in Tables 10 and 11 of my Initial Class Certification Report. The model compares probabilities of placement into the top quartile of
Once again the table shows that Dr. Ward’s margins of error are typically larger than the differences in outcomes in the population as a whole, with the differences in probabilities of being ranked in the top quartile being -0.05 for both Associates and Vice Presidents, while the median margin of error is 0.23 for Associates and 0.25 for Vice Presidents. Dr. Ward would be unable to detect a difference in the probability of being in the top quartile as large as 0.23 in at least half of his division/business unit/rank groupings.

These data show that it is not possible to learn about the presence or absence of systemic discrimination from Dr. Ward’s analyses. By breaking the observations into such small groups, Dr. Ward has constructed his analysis to have such large margins of error that if statistical evidence of systemic discrimination exists in these data, even evidence of substantial magnitude, it could not be reliably detected by his tests.

IV. Dr. Ward’s Discussion of Variation in Pay at Goldman.

Dr. Ward discusses the fact that pay varies from individual to individual in several contexts. He discusses the overall level of variation in pay in his Section XIII. He also discusses this in his Section XIV.E where he comments on the Root Mean Square Error of the regression analyses and his “matched pair” analysis. I am sure that Dr. Ward is aware that the t-ratios (or to use Dr. Ward’s words “numbers of standard deviations”) both report take full account of the degree of unexplained variation in the data. If, as Dr.
Ward hints, the data are so noisy that the models cannot generate estimates of the pay difference that are precise enough to support my conclusion, then this fact would appear as a t-ratio that is too low to support the conclusion that my results are statistically significant. This is, in fact, not the case. The pay differences I measure are statistically significant. Therefore, the degree of variation in the data is not relevant to my conclusions.

71. Dr. Ward presented an illustrative analysis of variation in pay based on comparisons of pairs of workers with the same observable characteristics but with sharply differing compensation. He then talks with supervisors who provide ex post justification for the pay levels. There are two problems with this analysis. First, it illustrates simply that there is unexplained variation in pay, nothing more. The statistical tests I use are designed to account for this. Second, these matched pairs of individuals are not selected randomly. See Ward Tr. at 266. Dr. Ward testified in his deposition that defense counsel selected and contacted the managers to be interviewed. See Ward Tr. at 266; 305-06. This has the strong potential to result in a biased set of cases designed, perhaps unconsciously, to “prove a point”.

V. Dr. Ward’s Misuse of An Ordered Probit

72. Dr. Ward’s analysis of quartile placement is unreliably computed. In this analysis, Dr. Ward makes use of a statistical technique known as “ordered probit,” which is a type of maximum likelihood (or ML) procedure. Unlike conventional regression analyses, his technique only works correctly in large data samples. One econometrics text states this as follows:
In the typical ML estimation procedure, one would want to have a large sample size because the desirable properties of the MLE\(^\text{22}\) (to be discussed below) are justified only in large sample situations.

and

It is usually not specified how large a sample size is “large enough.” For models with few parameters to estimate (i.e., 1 to about 5), a sample size of more than 60 is usually large enough.\(^\text{23}\)

73. Dr. Ward analyzes 190 division/business unit/rank groupings. 62% of these groupings have sample sizes of less than 60. The prevalence of such small samples provides a second reason to disregard the results of Dr. Ward’s analysis of this issue.

**VI. Dr. Ward’s Promotion Analysis.**

74. Dr. Ward presents an analysis of promotions.\(^\text{24}\) His analysis cover various periods of time for the three relevant divisions: 2007-2011 for Securities, 2005-2001 for IBD and 2008-2011 for IMD. I understand that the relevant period of time for the plaintiffs’ allegation of discrimination ends in 2008. As a result, Dr. Ward has not addressed the relevant question and these analyses, therefore, shed no light on the plaintiffs’ allegations.

75. Note also, that the model he uses for his analysis of promotions includes controls for Quartile and 360 Degree Review score. As I have explained, the plaintiffs’ allegations center on a claim that the Quartiles and the 360 Degree Review disadvantage

\(^{22}\) “Maximum likelihood estimation” or “MLE” is the mathematical technique used to compute binomial and ordered probits

\(^{23}\) Eliason Scott R., Maximum Likelihood Estimation: Logic and Practice, Sage Publications, 1993, p. 8 and p. 83 (Notes: 2)

\(^{24}\) Ward Report, Table 10, page 76.
women. It is therefore not legitimate to explain differences in promotion rate by differences in these two factors.  

76. In short Dr. Ward’s analysis of promotions assumes that the plaintiffs’ allegations are wrong and does not cover the relevant period of time.

77. Since I submitted my Initial Class Certification report, Goldman Sachs had produced documents (Bates stamped GS0164972 and GS0242506) that I reviewed. These documents provide further support for my statement in the Initial Class Certification report that “The final list of candidates is submitted to a firm-wide committee for review.”

Henry S. Farber
July 29, 2014

25 Dr. Ward’s model also included controls for production. As I explained above (see Section II), this variable may be tainted and it suffers from numerous other flaws.
### TABLE R1
ANALYSIS OF DR. WARD’S REGRESSION MODELS OF EARNINGS DIFFERENCES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dr. Ward’s Five Largest Groups of Associates†</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Marginal Significance Level</th>
<th>Mean Log Point Difference</th>
<th>T-Ratio</th>
<th>Percentage Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Ward’s Models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Ward’s Model Without Adjustments for 360 Review Scores and Quartiles.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Direct and non-direct hires in Securities and IBD, plus non-direct hires in IMD. These groups include 91 percent of women included in Dr. Ward’s regression analyses.

1. Results reported in this first row of the table refer to Dr. Ward’s as reflected in his Tables 4, 5, 6, 7 and 9 and include all Associates both promoted and hired into position in Securities, IBD and IMD. The results reported in the second row of the table are parallel to those in the first row and reflect analyses that are identical to Dr. Ward's except that they do not include adjustments from 360 scores and managers' Quartile.

2. The marginal significance level provides a test of whether the pay differences in Dr. Ward's six groups are different from one another. It is based on a Chi Square test. Marginal significance levels of 0.05 or less indicate that Dr. Ward's estimated pay differences are statistically significantly different from one another.

3. The mean of the log pay differences in Dr. Ward's eight groups, weighted by the number of female person/years in his analyses.

4. The absolute value of the T-Ratio ("number of standard deviations") for a test that the mean log point difference is statistically significant. Generally speaking a T-Ratio of 1.96 or larger indicates that the pay difference is statistically significant.

5. The mean log point difference expressed as a percentage.
### TABLE R2
ANALYSIS OF DR. WARD'S REGRESSION MODELS OF EARNINGS DIFFERENCES

Dr. Ward's Five Largest Groups of Vice Presidents†

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Ward's Models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Ward's Model Without Adjustments for 360 Review Scores and Quartiles.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Direct and non-direct hires in Securities and IMD, plus non-direct hires in IBD. These groups include 92 percent of women included in Dr. Ward's regression analyses.

1. Results reported in this first row of the table refer to Dr. Ward's as reflected in his Tables 4, 5, 6 and 9 and include all Associates both promoted and hired into position in Securities, IBD and IMD except PWAs. The results reported in the second row of the table are parallel to those in the first row and reflect analyses that are identical to Dr. Ward's except that they do not include adjustments from 360 scores and managers' Quartile.

2. The marginal significance level provides a test of whether the pay differences in Dr. Ward's six groups are different from one another. It is based on a Chi Square test. Marginal significance levels of 0.05 or less indicate that Dr. Ward's estimated pay differences are statistically significantly different from one another.

3. The mean of the pay differences in Dr. Ward's six groups, weighted by the number of female person/years in his analyses.

4. The absolute value of the T-Ratio ("number of standard deviations") for a test that the mean log point difference is statistically significant. Generally speaking a T-Ratio of 1.96 or larger indicates that the pay difference is statistically significant.

5. The mean log point difference expressed as a percentage.
### Table R3: Median Margin of Error for Pay Differences by Business Unit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Log Point Difference*</th>
<th>Log Point Difference**</th>
<th>Percentage Difference*</th>
<th>Median Margin of Error for Percentage Difference**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Associate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The log point difference in earnings and the corresponding percentage difference in earnings are obtained from Model 2d (Tables 16 and 17 in the Farber Initial Class Certification report). This model compares the earnings of men and women at GS and includes work experience at GS, work experience at GS squared, relevant experience prior to working at GS, relevant experience prior to working at GS squared, education, year, employee's office and division, whether a direct hire into the Associate (or VP) position with an adjustment for fiscal year being the year of hire, the AA job group, the CRS quartile and the average 360-review score with the effects of the score varying for appropriate periods according to its scale. It is limited to only those employees for whom the CRS quartile and the 360-scores are available.

The sample for the difference in earnings includes 1,756 person-years observations on female and 4,527 person-year observations on male Associates (2,613 and 9,811 respectively for female and male Vice Presidents).

**The sample for the margin of error includes 1,567 person-years observations on female and 3,946 person-years observations on male Associates (2,368 and 8,700 respectively for female and male Vice Presidents). This is the sample used by Dr. Ward in his Expert report. Dr. Ward's sample is smaller as he excludes data prior to 2005 and he is unable to compute the differences in earnings for a number of business units that have a small number of employees and/or no female employees in a given business unit.
### Table R4: Median Margin of Error for the 360-Score Differences by Business Unit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Associate</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The differences in the average 360-review scores are obtained from Model 360-2 (Tables 14 and 15 in the Farber Initial Class Certification report). This model compares the average 360-review scores of men and women at GS and includes work experience at GS, work experience at GS squared, relevant experience prior to working at GS, relevant experience prior to working at GS squared, education, year, employee's office and division, whether a direct hire into the Associate (or VP) position with an adjustment for fiscal year being the year of hire, the AA job group for the periods when the 360-scores were respectively 1 to 5, and 1 to 9.

The sample for the difference in the 360-review scores includes 1,756 person-years observations on female and 4,527 person-year observations on male Associates (2,613 and 9,811 respectively for female and male Vice Presidents).

**The sample for the margin of error includes 1,547 person-years observations on female and 3,758 person-years observations on male Associates (2,351 and 8,566 respectively for female and male Vice Presidents). This is the sample used by Dr. Ward in his Expert report. Dr. Ward's sample is smaller as he excludes data prior to 2005 and he is unable to compute the differences in the 360-review scores for a number of business units that have a small number of employees and/or no female employees in a given business unit.
Table R5: Median Margin of Error for Differences in Probability of Top Quartile Placement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Difference in Probability for Top Quartile Placement*</th>
<th>Median Margin of Error for the Difference**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Associate</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The differences in the probability of being placed into the top quartile (Quartile 1) are obtained from the ordered probit model estimated by Dr. Ward in his Expert report. This model estimated the probabilities of placement into the following quartiles: Quartile 1, combined Quartiles 2 and 3, and combined Quartiles 4 and 5 (as in Dr. Ward’s Expert report.) The original model estimated by Dr. Farber in his Initial Class Certification report considered placement into Quartile 1 only. The estimated changes in probability are parallel but not identical to those presented in tables 10 and 11 of the Farber Initial Class Certification report. The model compares probabilities of placement into the top quartile of men and women at GS and includes work experience at GS, work experience at GS squared, relevant experience prior to working at GS, relevant experience prior to working at GS squared, education, year, employee's office and division, whether a direct hire into the Associate (or VP) position with an adjustment for fiscal year being the year of hire, and the AA job group.

The sample for the difference in the 360-review scores includes 1,756 person-years observations on female and 4,527 person-year observations on male Associates (2,613 and 9,811 respectively for female and male Vice Presidents).

**The sample for the margin of error includes 1,518 person-years observations on female and 3,782 person-years observations on male Associates (2,349 and 8,598 respectively for female and male Vice Presidents). This is the sample used by Dr. Ward in his Expert report. Dr. Ward’s sample is smaller as he excludes data prior to 2005 and he is unable to compute the differences in the probability for the top quartile placement for a number of business units that have a small number of employees and/or no female employees in a given business unit.
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